“Founding Contradictions”:
Reflecting on American Values through Plyler v. Doe

In his Financial Times’ essay “American’s History Wars,” historian Simon Schama
reflects on America’s national holiday, the 4th of July. Schama writes:
The jarring discrepancy between the “self-evident” truth of human equality asserted in
the Declaration of Independence and the brutal reality of America’s founding being built
on the backs of the enslaved is not, then some contemporary piety of the “woke.” Since
Samuel Johnson acidly inquired “How is it that we hear the loudest yelps of liberty
among the drivers of negroes?”, this founding contradiction has never been out of view.1
This essay investigates how “founding contradictions” persist in our nation’s history, focusing
specifically on the Supreme Court case Plyler v. Doe viewed within the context of immigration
laws, policies, and failed regulation. The rise of undocumented migrants and calls for
immigration reform remain at the forefront of heated national debates and political campaigns in
the United States, but as Schama writes, “History is in the truth business. And if the truth should
be hard to nail down in simplicities, then the least history can do is to disabuse its readers of
outright falsehoods.” Truth has been elusive in debates on immigration. Immigration debates in
America are often characterized by “simplicities” and “falsehoods,” and when it comes to
Mexican immigration, economic arguments are usually front-and-center. In the Plyler v. Doe
case, the state of Texas took the position that turning undocumented children away from the
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schoolhouse door was a mere matter of dollars and cents. Looking deeper, we can see that the
Plyler v. Doe case reflects a contradiction in our nation’s foundational immigration history.
When a country demands labor, what happens to the people and their families who come to work
and live? Will these migrant families be sewn into the fabric of American life; does the nation
bear a responsibility to them, or will they become a permanent outside caste, wanted only during
harvest time? In its 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court determined that undocumented children
were entitled to equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, and therefore had the right to attend school. At the same time, the court stopped
short of declaring education to be a constitutional right.

Origins of the Case
As law professor Albert H. Kauffman explains, “The Texas government has long had a
fraught relationship with its southern neighbor Mexico. At times, Texans were very active in
encouraging migration from Mexico into Texas. At other times, Texans discouraged migration
but encouraged the movement of labor from Mexico into the Texas border area for farm,
ranching, and construction work.”2 As a result, undocumented migration continued to flow
across the border, and this brought the permanent presence of undocumented migrant laborers
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and their families. The Plyler v. Doe case emerged from a rise of anti-immigrant sentiment in
Texas during the mid-1970s. Responding to this anti-immigrant sentiment, the Texas legislature
passed Education Code 21.031.3 This statute stated that Texas school districts would receive no
funding for undocumented students. It also permitted schools to charge undocumented students
tuition or to block them from attending. Several border schools chose the second option,
refusing to enroll undocumented children. However, other state districts like Tyler School
District decided to charge undocumented students tuition of over 1000 dollars, in effect barring
these students from attending because their families could not afford to pay. This choice would
lead to one lawsuit, many appeals, and a landmark Supreme Court case, Plyler v. Doe.4
Since the late 19th century, many industries in the Southwest actively recruited Mexican
workers to labor in the mines, railroads, and agriculture, including cotton.5 Located east of Dallas
and 500 miles north of Mexico, Tyler was by no means a border town. However, the economy
of Tyler was based on meat-packing, foundries, and forms of agriculture—industries that relied
upon a stream of undocumented migrant labor. Therefore, a sizable number of undocumented
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Mexican migrants lived and worked in Tyler.6 Despite the contributions made by these workers,
some Tyler Texans grew concerned about the presence of these undocumented immigrants and
their impact on local schools. One of these people was Mr. James Plyler, superintendent of the
Tyler school district. Although very few students in Tyler lacked documentation (less than one
percent), Superintendent Plyler claimed that schools had become a “haven for illegal
immigrants.” Plyler also referred to these students as “a burden” on education, claiming migrant
children needed extra help in school, and thus took funding away from children who were
citizens and lowered the quality of education in the district.7 Using this rationale, the Tyler
School District chose to enact Education Code 21.031. Tyler’s new policy required families to
prove that their children were U.S. citizens. If parents could not produce the correct
documentation, they would be forced to pay one thousand dollars a year for each child in
school.8 Because migrant workers were paid very little, this cost was prohibitive and barred their
kids from attending school as much as an outright ban.
With their children denied access to school, undocumented parents Jose and Rosario
Robles contacted an outreach worker at their Catholic Church, who wrote a letter to MALDEF,
the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund. Soon afterwards, MALDEF agreed
to sue the Tyler district on behalf of the Robles and three other families. In their class action suit,
MALDEF claimed that Tyler was discriminating against migrant children, making them pay for
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an education that was free to everyone else.9 However, the state of Texas argued that teaching
migrant students was a financial drain on schools, and that charging them tuition would improve
the quality of instruction. Judge William Wayne Justice, who presided over the trial, sided with
the children. He ruled that the Texas law violated the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection
Clause. However, the Tyler district appealed, and the case eventually made its way to the
Supreme Court.10

Legal Arguments of the Case
When Plyler v Doe reached the Supreme Court, it was clear that the case hinged on the
Fourteenth Amendment. Both MALDEF and the state of Texas had based parts of their argument
on the Equal Protection Clause, which reads as follows: “No State…shall deny to any person
within its jurisdiction equal protection of the laws.”11 In its class action suit, MALDEF argued
that Education Code 21.031 deprived undocumented students of their right to “equal protection.”
However, the state of Texas argued that undocumented students were not “within its
jurisdiction,” and thus could not claim the rights in the Equal Protection Clause. Before the
Plyler case, the U.S. Supreme Court had never reached an agreement on whether Equal
Protection applied to undocumented migrants. This was the question at the heart of Plyler: What
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rights does our country extend to those who are undocumented? In order to find the answer, the
Supreme Court examined the origins of the Fourteenth Amendment.
The Fourteenth Amendment was passed during the era of Reconstruction. Like the
Thirteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, it extended legal protection to those who had once been
enslaved, as well as other groups. The court acknowledged this history, and also referenced a
legislative debate from 1866. In this debate, the drafters of the Fourteenth Amendment assert that
equal protection applies to non-citizens: “Is it not essential to the unity of the Government and
the unity of the people that all persons, whether citizens or strangers, within this land, shall have
equal protection in every State in this Union in the rights of life and liberty and property?”12
Based on this evidence, the Supreme Court ruled that allowing “a State to employ the phrase
‘within its jurisdiction’ in order to identify subclasses of persons…would undermine the
principal purpose [of] the Equal Protection Clause.”13 Therefore, the Court upheld MALDEF’s
claim and extended Equal Protection to undocumented immigrants. The Court then had to decide
if the Texas law was “rational.”
Texas provided several claims for why their law was rational. Its first claim was that the
state had limited funding for schools, so charging the undocumented would save more money for
citizens. Justice Brennan rejected this argument, stating: “the creation and perpetuation of a
subclass of illiterates within our boundaries [will] surely add to the problems and costs of
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unemployment, welfare, and crime.”14 Although schooling “was not a right” guaranteed by the
Constitution, Justice Brennan acknowledged “the importance of education in maintaining
our…institutions.”15 He believed that public schools sustained American culture and forged
people into “productive” society members. Therefore, Justice Brennan reasoned that “whatever
savings might be achieved by denying these children an education, they are wholly insubstantial
in light of the costs involved to these children, the State, and the Nation.”16
After Justice Brennan struck down its first claim, the state of Texas argued that Education
Code 21.031 would discourage the undocumented from moving into America. Justice Brennan
found this claim severely lacking in logic. He agreed with a judge from the lower courts that
“charging tuition…constitutes a ludicrously ineffectual attempt to stem the tide of illegal
immigration.”17 Mexican workers crossed the border to find better employment, not so their
children could go to school. Therefore, Brennan reasoned that the Texas education code had no
effect on undocumented immigration; it was simply a needless cruelty that punished innocent
children for the actions of their parents.
Overall, Justice Brennan concluded that Texas had no rational basis for keeping the
children from school. The Court voted 5-4 in favor of the children, establishing that Equal
Protection applies to non-citizens. In their majority ruling, the Court chose to emphasize the
importance of education and the failure of states and businesses in stopping illegal migration.
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The dissent agreed that the Texas law was bad public policy, but claimed that Congress, not the
Court, should intervene on matters related to immigration.18

Founding Contradictions
In terms of immigration and educational law, some legal scholars argue that the Plyler v.
Doe case did not have much of an impact because of its narrow scope—it does not pertain to
college students for example, only those without documentation in grades K-12.19 However, the
significance of Plyler should not be underestimated. Because of the Court’s ruling, many
children went on to receive an education and become U.S. citizens.20 Plyler is also unique
because it pertained to a group that is often forgotten: undocumented families already in the U.S.,
those that Justice Brennan referred to as a “shadow population.”21 What rights do these people
and their children deserve? How do U.S. employers have responsibility for their presence here?
These are questions that shaped the majority opinion in Plyler v. Doe, and while the outcome of
the case was incredibly important, the arguments presented to decide the case are even more
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important because they reveal truths about our country, and the contradictions that fester at the
very heart of America’s undocumented immigrant experience.
One contradiction raised in Plyler relates to education. In the majority ruling, Justice
Brennan affirmed that access to education is not guaranteed by the Constitution, but he also
proclaimed education as one of our founding principles.22 Justice Brennan cited Meyer v.
Nebraska, asserting that “The American people [regard] education as [a matter of great]
importance.”23 This has always been true. As historian David McCullough notes, America’s
founding fathers were great supporters of college and public education.24 For example, President
John Adams emphasized a government’s responsibility to support education in his draft of the
Constitution of Massachusetts: “It shall be the duty of legislatures and magistrates in all future
periods of this commonwealth to cherish the interests of literature and the sciences, and all
seminaries of them.” Adams also wrote that the diffusion of “wisdom and knowledge” was
essential to “[preserving] rights and liberties” within the United States.25 In other words, those
without an education would lack not only power, but also a sense of the founding ideals that held
the country together.26 This same logic was echoed by Justice Brennan in Plyler v. Doe when he
stressed that “education [maintains] the fabric of our society.”27 Like John Adams, Justice
Brennan viewed education as a core American value. Thus, blocking undocumented children
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from school would not just burden them with the shackle of illiteracy, it would weaken the whole
nation by subverting one of the nation’s founding principles.28
Another contradiction emphasized by Plyler v. Doe related to the causes of illegal
immigration. Texas, like most border states, tended to place most of the blame on its
undocumented migrant workers. Its use of the slur “mojado,” or “wetback,” portrayed Mexican
workers as people who flaunted the law, swimming the Rio Grande to enter the U.S.29 However,
Justice Brennan countered this view. He claimed that illegal migration patterns were mainly
caused by “lax enforcement of the laws barring entry to this country, coupled with the
[employment] of undocumented aliens.” In other words, our “shadow population” could not
exist without poor border control and employers’ constant desire for “a source of cheap labor.”30
By making this argument, Justice Brennan shed light on a founding and enduring
hypocrisy: America sees itself as a nation of striving immigrants, yet often condemns new
immigrants seeking this very dream. Furthermore, there is a reluctance to acknowledge the role
that government—at the federal, state, and local level—and employers have played and continue
to play in illegal immigration. In fact, the use of the undocumented as “a source of cheap labor”31
can be traced back to the early 20th century. A founding contradiction of the American Southwest
is that it was conquered territory that was industrialized by American capital relying on a
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“shadow” class of inexpensive undocumented labor from Mexico. World War I coincided with
rapid industrialization in the Southwest as irrigation projects brought new lands under cultivation
and railroads and mining were booming. During this time, Mexican labor was actively recruited
by employers in the Southwest.32 When Congress passed restrictive immigration legislation in
the 1920s, economic interests in the Southwest lobbied successfully to exclude Mexicans from
the new quota system to ensure continued access to cheap labor.33 Then, during the Great
Depression, many Mexicans were deported in response to a labor surplus.34 A huge change
came during World War II with the bracero program as labor was again in short supply. The
bracero program was an agreement between the U.S. and Mexico to recruit Mexican workers to
come to the United States on fixed-term contracts. American agriculture benefitted so much that
they lobbied for the continuation of the program after World War II. Indeed, braceros continued
to come to the U.S. until the early 1960s when the program was finally cancelled.35
Even during the bracero program, some U.S. employers opposed negotiated wage rates,
or outright disregarded them, and circumvented labor agreements in their demand for cheap
labor. In the fall of 1948, for example, Texas cotton growers refused to pay the braceros “the
going rate” of $3.00 per hundred pounds picked, wanting instead to pay $2.50. In response, the
Mexican government barred its workers from crossing into Texas. Cotton growers then
informed the INS that “the cotton would rot in the fields without braceros to pick it.” As
historians Matt S. Meier and Feliciano Ribera explain, “the Texas border at El Paso was opened
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to Mexican nationals from October 13 to 18.”36 Desperate for any work to support their families,
undocumented Mexican laborers crossed the border to work in the cotton fields, despite the
Mexican government’s prohibition. The INS then arrested these undocumented laborers,
immediately “paroled” them and handed them over to local United States Employment Service
centers, which then transferred them to “growers’ agents” so they could be trucked to the fields
to work. Clearly in violation of its bracero agreement with the Mexican government, the United
States made no move to stop the growers’ actions, vacillated, and eventually “expressed regret
for this El Paso incident, but only after the cotton crop had been picked.”37
After the cancellation of the bracero program, American agriculture interests relied more
on unauthorized immigrants who were easier to exploit than braceros. The larger point is that as
historians Matt S. Meier and Feliciano Ribera point out, “For all practical purposes the United
States and Mexico had become linked in a single labor market since World War II.”38
Immigration policy is typically viewed as a failure, but UCLA Law Professor Hiroshi Motomura
argues that the system actually does what it is designed to do: “The hallmark of US policy
towards unauthorized migration from Mexico became discretion that fluctuated from
acquiescence to raids, arrests, and other visible and harsh enforcement.”39 In other words, when
American agriculture and industry want cheap labor, they find a way to get it, and when the
economic or political factors change, the labor tap can be turned down through selective
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application of the law, and this is “by design” as Motomura argues. It is this contradiction and
hypocrisy that Justice Brennan recognized in Plyler v. Doe.
Justice Brennan acknowledged that many in the United States encouraged the
undocumented to work in the country, but “denied them the benefits…available to citizens.” In
doing so, the U.S. created an “underclass” of “resident aliens” numbering in the millions.40 And,
as Justice Brennan wrote, “the existence of such an underclass presents most difficult problems
for a Nation that prides itself on [equality] under the law.”41 Here, Justice Brennan shows that it
would be deeply wrong for the United States to stop undocumented children from receiving an
education. To do so would be to ignore the complex history of illegal immigration—a history too
often ignored. By making this argument, Justice Brennan recognized a contradiction in American
life and a founding contradiction of the American Southwest. Throughout American history,
moving toward a more perfect union has always required addressing founding contradictions.
The first step is to acknowledge them.

Conclusion
The Supreme Court case of Plyler v. Doe was important because it extended the
Fourteenth Amendment right of equal protection to undocumented students. However, the case
also revealed founding contradictions in the history of immigration laws, policy, and regulation
in the United States. Texas sought to block undocumented migrant children from attending
school, but through his majority ruling, Justice Brennan reminded us that education is the
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foundation of our nation. We have always valued education for the life chances it offers to those
in the “pursuit of happiness.” Justice Brennan also laid bare the complex history of illegal
immigration, and the role of the U.S. government and employers in exploiting undocumented
migrant workers. By owning up to this history, Justice Brennan exposed the contrast between
American values and actual American policy, between what our people believe and what our
government does. This is the struggle that has always defined the United States of America, and
this is also the struggle that runs through Plyler v. Doe. When the Texas legislature attempted to
deny public education to undocumented children, they showed who we have been and who we
are: a nation of contradictions.42 But Justice Brennan’s ruling asks a different question: Who do
we want to be?
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